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From the editor
Remembering Henry Braun
Although I began writing poetry in the fourth grade, it wasn’t until middle school that I started to seriously engage in the art. Not only was that the time I started writing with regularity,
but also the start of my lifelong discipleship to the world of literature, voraciously reading
any and all material that came my way.

Henry Braun
1930-2014

During this time I began to pull my poems out of their hiding places and bring them to the
attention of friends, family and teachers. As an enduring credit to my parents I had the wonderful blessing of growing up in a place where the teacher to student ratio supported an intimate, individual-based curriculum. I had a slew of wonderful teachers through both middle
school and high school who openly supported and nourished my writing, giving my poems
time and attention, while also offering me endless opportunities to engage and explore the
craft outside the confines of the classroom.

One of these opportunities has, as I’ve grown older, proved itself the rarest of gifts. It was the
chance to correspond with an older, established live-in-the flesh poet, somebody not salvaged
from century-old books but writing and breathing right there in the beautiful backwoods of Maine. That poet was Henry
Braun.
One day one of my many wonderful teachers at the time came to me with a piece of blank paper and a pre-addressed envelope and told me she wanted me to write a letter. Upon asking to who, she told me that I was writing to a poet, and that I
should ask the sort of questions about poetry that I had that no one at my school could answer, the sort of questions that only
a poet could answer. I don’t know what I wrote in that first letter, I don’t remember writing or typing it, I don’t remember
who mailed it, or the picture on the stamp but what I do remember is the sense of exhilaration I had, of pure astonishment.
Up until that point I don’t think I really believed any such person existed outside of history, a person who not only wrote poetry, but was recognized by others as simply a “poet,” a word that filled my romanticism-addled brain with such a sense of
wildness, of sweet and abiding mystery.
At the time I knew nothing of Henry Braun. I didn’t know that he was a seventy-something year old poet who lived with his
wife, Joan, off the grid about an hour south of my hometown. I didn’t know that in his youth he was a teaching assistant to
Robert Lowell and friend to Anne Sexton, or that he risked his freedom over and over again as an anti-war activist during the
Vietnam War. I didn’t know his first book The Vergil Woods was published by Atheneum in 1968, and was nominated for,
but didn’t win, the Pulitzer Prize.
I also didn’t know what a generous and encouraging spirit he was.
But sure enough a few weeks later my school received a small padded envelope with my name on it. Inside was a multi-page
letter and a slim, beautifully handstitched chapbook titled Temple Road, after the old road in Weld, Maine where the Braun
family had lived for many years.

Although it has been some time since I last read the letter, and there is much I can’t remember, what stays with me is the
sheer passion in the response. Every line dripped with love for the written word, for the beautiful, indispensable gift of
poetry. Braun responded to my letter with fire, answering my questions, commenting on the poems that pleased him, giving
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very good and gentle feedback on others. He was a generous man, and he encouraged me with great gusto, treating my juvenile attempts with serious attention. I remember that letter now with it with its long wonky lines, its buoyant, lighthearted language coupled with the sense that we were talking about something very important. I remember how he allowed me to dream
of posterity, over and over again citing all the unique twists and turns of phrase that form a “signature Jani poem’, as though
it were a page from such future book of critical praise.
I had so many wonderful and supportive adults around me growing up (my parents, and all those teachers in that little school
who took me under their wing and taught me in the way only true teachers can), and because of them I have kept writing,
have kept following my passion. Henry Braun too, was one of those teachers. But he was also something else, something
unique. For those couple years that we exchanged sporadic letters he was a mentor, an elder of the craft who took time out of
his day to respond at length to a young, aspiring artist. He treated the rambling poems of some oddball kid with genuine seriousness and profound kindness. He did so not just because he was a generous spirit, but also because he was a true artist, and
he wanted to nurture the lovely flame of creativity wherever he saw it, however feeble it may have been.
It was with great sadness that I learned of his passing in October of last year. So here, to mark the anniversary of his death, I
wanted to write a few words in remembrance. In remembrance of this man, who out of great love for the written word and an
infinite generosity, took the time to respond to my youthful prodding, to answer my questions and read my poems, who influenced me deeply and to a degree he probably never realized.
He was a great man and an important artist. Let us remember his life and work.
Weight
We are given weight
separate from the earth
as the first miracle,
a certain leave
to rise like stones
in the thawing road.

There are directions
pointed to by growing
in the flowering branch
or the equal root for those
who have tried and tired,
who disbelieve in sunlight.
Because it is lonely,
teachers wait at the mouths of caves
for our coming home.

-Henry Braun
Henry Braun’s book of new and selected poems, Loyalty, was published by Off-The-Grid Press in 2006 and received the
Maine Poets & Writers Award for Best New Book of Poetry. It can be purchased online on the publisher’s website here.
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Interviews
Interview with KJ Hannah Greenberg
SCP: To begin with, can you tell us about your histor y as a wr iter ? When did you
start writing? Why did you start writing?
KJ: Accor ding to my mother , as a toddler , I had an imaginar y fr iend with whom I
frolicked in my playpen. Our exchanges were probably my first regular instance of creating narratives.
Later, in preschool, I had many stuffed animal pals with whom I shared “adventures.” To
date, I still talk to plush toys. Additionally, my husband and I have anthropomorphized
our family car. However, since our auto is a Škoda, it not related to Chitty Chitty Bang
Bang, albeit it fancies itself similarly racing in the European Grand Prix.

About the Author
KJ Hannah Greenberg gets high
on adverbs, mixes more metaphors than a platypus has pockets,
plus giggles so much as to not actually be indomitable. What’s
more, she runs with a prickle of
sometimes rabid (imaginary)
hedgehogs, and attempts to matchmake words like “balderdash” and
“xylophone.” Hannah's newest
books are The Immediacy of
Emotional Kerfuffles, 2nd ed.
(Bards and Sages Publishing,
2015), and Dancing with Hedgehogs, (Fowlpox Press, 2014).

As per why I write, I never knew that I ought not. As a very small child, I ate, used the
bathroom, and played with semantics because those behaviors came naturally. It wasn’t
until I grew up a bit, i.e. entered elementary school, that I grasped that not all folks enjoy
an equivalent urgency to roll around in words.
SCP: Second, can you tell us a bit your wr iting/editing pr ocess?
KJ: I hound dog it. Thank G-d, I am constantly popping with ideas. Sometimes, I literally dream revisions to documents and, almost always, I wake up with notions that must
be jotted down before they fade with the morning.
That said, I’m both a recycling center and a big box store. The neighborhood of my head,
which has slowly taken over the localities of my PC and of my paper files, is overflowing
with: completed projects, nearly completed projects, partially finished projects, barely
begun projects, and scraps of ideas. I organize my pieces, especially those resting in rudimentary stages of development, by genre and by theme.
When I have time to ripen a fragment, I prewrite about it and then I puff out a first draft.
Thereafter, I rewrite like a starfish seeking shelter. For instance, a recent batch of short,
five hundred word essays took me roughly two dozen rounds before I was ready to send
them to the gatekeeper to whom they were promised. As I tell my students, rewriting is
the heart of writing.
These days, happily, I have enough manuscripts due to publishers (books) and to editors
(shorter copy) to have to prioritize them by their deadlines. I do, however, poke, intermittently, at additional, less time-pressed, texts so as to maintain synergy; all by my lonesome, I’m a complex system. Yet, even supposing those convolutions, I’ve had to stop
writing my sponsored blogs and magazine columns and to put the brakes on certain large
projects so I could meet particular calendar-sensitive needs.
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SCP: I r emember seeing somewher e a list of some of your for mer occupations.
Can you tell us a little about these occupations, and about the dynamic/relationship between your various careers and your
life as a writer?
KJ: When I was fifteen, I began salar ied wor k as a teen columnist for two of my hometown ’s (Pittsburgh’s) newspapers.
I continued writing for one of those weeklies throughout college. I also crafted a musical that got produced before I received
my B.S.in Science Writing. From those early writing experiences, I realized that: I didn’t want to be a journalist, it would be
difficult to live off of a playwright’s earnings, and science writing was both interesting and lucrative.
However, I likewise didn’t want to earn an M.S. in Science Writing as I saw limited value in gaining supplementary skills in
a highly specialized field. Instead, I pursued, and eventually was granted, a Ph.D. in Rhetoric. Ironically, first as a graduate
student, and then as a young professor, when I wasn’t teaching public speaking or expository writing, I was teaching science
writing to engineering students and budding scientists (in the 1970s, only three universities offered programs in science writing. Industry and academia, alike, were quick to snatch up all persons who had those competencies).
In due course, I left behind most of those science writing classes to teach communication courses including, but not limited
to: Interpersonal Communication, Media and Society, Rhetorical Theory, Rhetorical Criticism, Communication Ethics, The
History of Communication (The History of Western Thinking), and so forth. I did my scholarly do and was consequently
granted, by my peers, regular space on national and regional academic programs. To my surprise, one summer, I even served
as a National Endowment for the Humanities Scholar at Princeton University.

Shortly thereafter, I was blessed with children. My impulse to shape stories got repurposed; it became the servant of naptimes, of bedtimes, and of other vital intervals. Whereas, to this day, I’m not sure that my sons and daughters recognize that
most moms don’t engage their wee ones in constant songs and stories, their obliviousness is of no matter; those years were
fun for me.
When my children got a little older and my family relocated to Jerusalem, my parenting got sidelined (taking Mommy with
you to junior or senior high school is an embarrassment) and my academic skills became redundant (there were already many
locally available, well-established human resources here; among other things, Israel is full of well-educated professionals).
The international community, however, continued to have space for further verbal sunshine, so I used the Internet to sell my
writing and to teach.
All of the aforementioned occupations brought joy to me. I love people. I love words. I love using words to portray people,
and I love teaching people how to represent their thoughts and feelings with words. Our lives are stories. I’m happiest when
giving over my accounts and when helping other writers share theirs.
SCP: Your wr iting is full of magical r ealism, as well as the str aight-up magical. What is that leads you to this mode of
writing? Do you see it as simply a literary device? Do you believe in any forms of real life magic?
KJ: All of life is “magical.” More precisely, as a religious Jew, I believe that all of life is blessed. I think anyone who can
draw attention to life’s wonders ought to do so.
As per various, specific subgenres, I’m not convinced that the tone or style of any of my work derives from conscious planning, (except when I’m invited to participate in projects and thus to mindfully shape the nature of my writing). I think what
falls out, onto my pages, is organic, is a reflection of my delight in being alive, specifically, and of my awe of life, in general.
SCP: On another note, we live in a time of amazing technological advances in the liter ar y/publishing wor ld. How do
you feel about the proliferation of online journals, of small/micro presses and print-on-demand publishing options?
KJ: I am fond of telling my students that just because something gets published doesn ’t mean it has merit. That said, the
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proliferation of small presses has enabled countless writers to enter the business. In balance, the increase in minor league
distributors has disastrously impacted gate sales at the majors. There are only five big publishing houses left in New York.
SCP: And widening out that last question, what r ole does a contempor ar y poet/wr iter have in this wor ld of super accessibility, of vast and instant information?
KJ: Wr iter s ar e obliged maintain an allegiance to tr uth. At the end of the day, our wor ds have a (tiny) bear ing on the
social construction of reality. We have a duty to produce morally responsible literature. I don’t mean that our books and
shorter bits ought to avoid messy topics. In fact, it’s imperative that writers address troubling themes. Historically, writers
have helped to police society by drawing attention to difficult goings on.
More so, I mean that writers ought not to condone corrupt behaviors by including them matter- of-factly in their works or by
failing to invite at least some of the characters that populate their works to react aversely to dark actions. People tend to remember lessons learned in films and novels long after they have stepped outside of their therapists’ offices or walked past the
threshold of their religious meetinghouses. Words create and destroy worlds.
SCP: Last, any big cur r ent pr ojects you’re working on? Any books coming up?
KJ: Blessedly, I’ve lots to share on this topic.
In 2015, the following books of mine were released: Word Citizen: Uncommon Thoughts on Writing, Motherhood, & Life in
Jerusalem (Tailwinds Press. New York), essays; Jerusalem Sunrise (Imago Press. Tucson), essays; Cryptids, Short Story Collection, Vol. III. (Bards and Sages Publishing: Bridgeton); and The Immediacy of Emotional Kerfuffles,2nd ed., Short Story
Collection, Vol. II (Bards and Sages Publishing: Bridgeton). Mothers Ought to Utter Only Niceties, (Unbound CONTENT:
Englewood), an assemblage of poetry, is due to launch before the end of the year.
IYH, in 2016, I anticipate the release of: The Nexus of the Sun, the Moon, and Mother (Broken Publications: Eatonville), essays; and Friends and Rabid Hedgehogs, Short Story Collection, Vol. IV. (Bards and Sages Publishing, Bridgeton).
Some of the books, for which I am seeking homes, are: Ten Kilo and One Million, a novel about a pudgy, would-be professor, who struggles to keep the riches she won at a furmeet; Upon the Lion and the Serpent, a novel about an extended Jewish
family’s clashes with anti-Semitisim; Tosh: Select Trash and Bosh of Creative Writing, essays; Today, I Put Soap in the
Bathroom, parenting essays; A Grand Sociology Lesson, poetry, and Rudiments, poetry.
My books in production include: Tawdrily Souvenirs, a collection of short stories about abuse; The Ill-Advised Adventures
of Jim-Jam O'Neily, a novel about a science phenom, The Wife Mom, a poetry collection, and Whistling for Salvation, an
essay collection.
SCP: Thank you so much for your time.
KJ: My pleasur e.
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poetry
Tobi Alfier
Tobi Alfier is a five-time Pushcart nominee and a Best of the Net nominee. Her most current chapbooks are The Coincidence of Castles from Glass Lyre Press, and Romance and Rust from Blue Horse Press. Her collaborative full-length collection, The Color of Forgiveness, is available from Mojave River Press. She is the co-editor of San Pedro River Review
(www.bluehorsepress.com).
What Happened to Eileen after She Dumped You
She likes pink. Braids her hair
on Monday for the week.
Hasn’t had a date in longer
than it takes to forget the last one.
He thought he was a ‘70’s rocker
wild hair and shine-black pants

practically painted on, and she, not quite
the pearls and sweater-set type,
at least she wore underwear
and left the glitter for Halloween.
Sushi with a boy in skinny-jean
leggings and his dad’s Old Spice—
worse than the fluorescent eggs
and unidentifiable squiggly things
he insisted on ordering, oh so suave
to show his worldliness,
much like his antics when he brought
her home, coaxed her into the back seat.
She went out the next day, bought a dog,
bought some tulips, bought the new
Boz Scaggs, threw out Peter Frampton
and never ate sushi again.
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Where the Woman Sleeps Through a Murder in the Room Next Door
In rooms hushed and struck
with dim light, the storyline
of a picture from the ‘40’s,
she sleeps fitfully, the flashing
of characters on her silenced
TV screen keeping her company
through dreamless sleep. A beehive
of activity outside her room—
it could be the desk clerk
checking in travelers, glancing
at their suitcases and signatures
with superstition and feigned
politeness, or directing
detectives to the room where
the body was found in an earlier
chapter.
It could be the nurses station,
dour and efficient, with small
lives or no sense of humor,
who choose the quiet
of the overnight. It could be
the first chapter of a novel,
mourners gathering to bless
one of their own, from whatever
corner of the world they claim.
This is the way she heals,
the time she needs, the love
she craves and gathers
to her, weak to strong,
to stronger.

Film noir or hospital,
Chesterfields or opiates,
snappy dialog or gentle
scrutiny in a language
foreign and coded,
doctors or detectives,
mourners or lovers,
it’s all the same release.
She will be healed
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Brenton Booth
Brenton Booth is a wr iter fr om Sydney, Austr alia. His poetr y and fiction have appear ed in 3:A M M agazine, Chiron
Review, Van Gogh's Ear, Poetic Pinup Revue, Tree Killer Ink, etc.
Questions
I lay in bed at 2pm
on a Thursday
afternoon
hungry and tired
wondering when
the tin can will
jump the bridge
when the cockroach
will remember the
forgotten monologue
when the tiger will
finally fall in the
bottom drawer
the composers gone
and writers silent
everybody burning
but nobody seeing
the flames
nobody seeing a thing
only the remains of
tomorrows meal
and the pleasure it
should bring
the ice cream man
doesn’t know
and neither does the
pelican
or half-empty deodorant
can
it’s the same as always
this Thursday afternoon
looking for answers
that just aren’t here.
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The Art
the new page is where the crocodiles toe dance
the toothpicks write sonnets
the carpet burns like ghosts
the new page is where the portable fan sings castrato
the easter island statue smiles in the corner
the shoes walk 1000 miles
the new page is where the narcissist see’s their ugly reflection
the paper bills are folded into planes
the rolling pin smooth’s out all the aches
the new page is where the great ones laugh
the abstract expressionists create better worlds
the political leaders are silent;
monday,
tuesday,
wednesday,
thursday,
friday,
saturday,
sunday;
morning,
evening,
afternoon—
anytime
that
things
stop
for
a
moment
& something better
comes along:
guiding, teaching
taking the average away—
allowing you to breathe again.
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Valentina Cano
Valentina Cano is a student of classical singing who spends whatever fr ee time she has either r eading or wr iting.
Her works have appeared in numerous publications and her poetry has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize and Best of the
Web. Her debut novel, The Rose Master, was published in 2014.
Charybdis
Every afternoon:
weaving what I’ve unwoven at night.
A story that a woman
gazing out at the empty glass ocean
could recognize.
A story that has grown mythic tails
and legendary claws,
one that swims through these tropical hours
making a loop of my days.
Leaving me scattered and heavy with salt.
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Molly Elizabeth Fels
Molly Elizabeth Fels is a medical student fr om New Yor k City. She is at work on a novel, and her poetry is also forthcoming in the inaugural issue of Thirteen W ays Magazine. She can be reached on twitter @mzfels.
The Lotus Eaters
I will never know what I am supposed to say when
you ask me if I think that you are
anything more than your neurons, or muscles.
It’s true that I have on what might look like
the white robe of prayer
that the lotus-eaters are wearing
when they wade into the river.
But you seem to think there is more that
I am not saying
when I bring you these cups of water
with straws in them so you don’t have to
lift your head from where it hangs
with your chin touching your chest.
Sure. I suppose it’s an offering.
I see the women lifting water in their cupped hands
when they have shed their robes and when
they shear their hair, and let it float away in the current.
I could pray with them, too
though my soul
could be cleaner.
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Still
Yesterday, I gathered the rest
of the flowers you gave me
and walked them down to the river
where they will wait for you,
if you are ever coming back.
My hands are not practiced at stillness
they worry the stems
twisting
the leaves
shedding pollen as I walk, my dress
from last year and the year before, short now at the knees.
At least the hem
won't get wet
when we wade in.
We used to throw breadcrumbs to ducks here;
we never thought of the waste.
Today, I turned up the soil in the garden.
This year we are using the roses for compost, so
we can grow food instead.
We are hungry, and I've lost interest
in picking off the petals one by one, as if they knew.
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Richard Luftig
Richard Luftig is a past pr ofessor of educational psychology and special education at Miami Univer sity in Ohio who
now resides in California. He is a recipient of the Cincinnati Post-Corbett Foundation Award for Literature and a semi-finalist
for the Emily Dickinson Society Award. His poems have appeared in numerous literary journals in the United States and internationally in Japan, Canada, Australia, Europe, Thailand, Hong Kong and India. One of his poems was nominated for the
2012 Pushcart Poetry Prize.
From Ten-thousand Feet
The Ohio below
all oxbows, channels
offshoots leading
nowhere. Inscapes
of furrowed fields.
Then gray cumulous
or mountains.
From up here
one can never tell.
And then, always
without warning,
clouds-breaks
reveal farms, towns
sliding in and out
like errant thoughts.
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Hanks
from Webster’s Dictionary
A skein perhaps
as thread or yarn,
loosely wound
like rolled-up
hay in fresh
May fields.
Or if at sea
a ring, a link,
the shackle secured
to sail or jib
this mast, that gaff.
Sea-worthy sounds
that lean like grass
along a beach. Delights
found at leisure from a book,
strewn about like ocean
breezes that might
at poem’s end find
their way safely home.
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Brendan McBreen
Brendan McBreen is a poet and wor kshop facilitator with Str iped Water Poets in Aubur n Washington. He is a humorist, a haiku writer, a student of Zen and Taoist philosophy and psychology, a collage artist, a sometimes cartoonist, a
Gemini, and an event coordinator with the Auburn Days festival in August. He is a former coordinator of the August Poetry
Postcard Fest and in 2009 was awarded a residency at the Whiteley Center in Friday Harbor. Brendan has featured at various
local venues and is published in many journals including Raven Chronicles, Bellowing Ark, Crab Creek Review, bottle rockets, Leading Edge, Origami Condom, in the anthology In Tahoma’s Shadow, and in the U.K. journal The Delinquent.
I’ve never been told
to go fly a kite
I have been told
to go play
on the freeway
I’d prefer
a kite
like fishing
for god
try to reel
him
in
show him off
stuffed
lacquered on the wall
I once caught a god
( this big!
)
but he got away
the line broke
while I was dodging
traffic
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Van Allen Belt
planets sing
to each other
Earth
sings
Humpback whale song
water music
the sound
of fire wind
redirected
around
water magnet
is it any wonder
for humans
who think ourselves planets
that music
is in our blood?
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Mark J. Mitchell
Mark J. Mitchell studied wr iting at UC Santa Cr uz under Raymond Car ver , Geor ge Hitchcock and Bar bar a Hull. His
work has appeared in various periodicals over the last thirty-five years, it has also been nominated for both Pushcart Prizes
and The Best of the Net. A full-length collection, Lent 1999, was just released by Leaf Garden Press. His chapbook, Three
Visitors has recently been published by Negative Capability Press. Artifacts and Relics, another chapbook, was just released
from Folded Word and his novel, Knight Prisoner, was recently published by Vagabondage Press and a another novel, A
Book of Lost Songs is coming soon from Wild Child Publishing. He lives in San Francisco with his wife, the documentarian
and filmmaker Joan Juster.
JJ Holds Mac’s Hands
It was a long drive to the mountains.
It was three days of fever.
Catching up with the old kids.
Three days in bed.
It was roadside lunch and laughter
and three days of flu.
It was getting there and stretching
into past and future pain.
It was all their old faces
then three days of flu for two.
It was only his old face
then sitting beside him knowing
she wouldn’t sit beside him again.
It was three days of illness.
It was a slow drive down mountains
and awkward talk with childhood friends
leading into three sick days.
It was coming home, falling into bed
With the memory of her hand on his,
burning, like three days of flu.
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The Language of Chess
Out past the rookery, four tenderfoot Boy Scouts
hiked through daytime straight into new night.
Stars almost stung them, outside Bishop, where desert
meets queenly Sierras. They talked of nothing
as princes will when they explore the kingdoms
that only they see. The lights from Bishop
blinked on below them. The night was pricked
with sharp points. Rooks croaked, circling skyward. Invisible.
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Soren Kierkegaard Does Not Speak in Parables
Idly twisting his glass, watching small
bubbles climb over each other, he smiles,
as wan as ever. You like it when he calls.
He’s grown thinner, almost transparent while
you’ve thickened. “There’s a story you should hear,”
he begins. “Rest easy, silence is my dear
servant, my tool. You won’t get the tale
from my mouth, but you should know it.” He strikes
a match, forms his face into vees. His pipe
becomes an altar. He breathes deep, exhales.
“Ideally,” he says, “someone of substance
would tell it, gloss it.” Always a sermon
from him. His faith’s a leap, a comic dance—
he knows that. You listen, but his talk’s done.
He’s had nothing to say for so long his
low voice sounds rusted. You consult pages
and footnotes. Still, his empty glass remains—
the ash, the smoke—this absence is the ghost
his absence preaches. He’s gone, you’re not lost.
He scatters his hints. He never explains.
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Simon Perchik
Simon Perchik’s poetry has appeared in Partisan Review, The Nation, The New Yorker and elsewhere
*
Inside the Earth an Earth
turning away the step by step
into morning - you wade
against this undertow, each wave
dragging you back with empty shells
and dying alone --you collect
a darkness till your hand
becomes the sun inside the sun
the slow, climbing turn
around her breasts, beginning
at the shoulders, the lips
the thighs grown enormous
lifted star by star by a night
made from stone though you
keep hearing the splash
deeper and deeper, pulled under
to dry, open for these shells
already halfway through

--you let the water think it heats
by itself, that your arms ran aground
were lost all along.
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Richard King Perkins II
Richard King Perkins II is a state-sponsored advocate for residents in long-term care facilities. He lives in Crystal Lake,
IL, USA with his wife, Vickie and daughter, Sage. He is a three-time Pushcart nominee and a Best of the Net nominee whose
work has appeared in more than a thousand publications.
Woodland Pond
Through the stray ebb of night,
swirls of black water form her
in a meager grove
of orange-leafed trees.
She studies the bracken and reeds,
looks past the embankment
to figures standing in the distance;
the man in the straw hat
leaning on a grey fence
talking to his daughter.
In a few desperate sentences
he speaks of things to deny or embrace
the endless sky
the empty earth
ghosts of the north country
conspiring with fire.
The girl listens momentarily,
begins to drift away
floating through leaves
and tresses of moss
alighting on a small shoreline—
folding in, turning back.
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Alex Stolis
Alex Stolis lives in Minneapolis.
John Berryman Died Here
Dream Song 35
Train Schedule: Platform 6; leaves at 5:15; 3 ½ hours; direct
[I’ll press your name to the roof of my mouth]. What did you
want me for; I am a crow with nowhere left to fly. Platform 9;
5 ¾ hours; four stops [Before you, it was all the stories with foggy
endings] Where was the last place we made love; could you find
it again or has it wandered into your imagination. Platform 12;
3 hours; express [the smell of creosote and the sound of wood
snapping in a fire]. Let’s lie together at the bottom of the sky.
John Berryman Died Here
Dream Song 312
I rely on words from the dead, waste my breath on a mirage;
walk to the falls, wait for the sun to mist. I’m drawn to water;
a common fetish of a melancholy man. Someone plays violin
[Brahms, Schoenberg?] keeps a cat on a leash. This isn’t me
under this bridge [it’s my good side] wishing on a ghost, hot
cup of coffee [black] and a last chance. I am mechanical, thin;
birds circle, a dog barks and there I am [again]: in a king bed,
blinds drawn, an unexpected rain; the wet shell of another day
blows to pieces.
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Tim Suermondt
Tim Suermondt is the author of two full-length collections of poems: Trying to Help the Elephant Man Dance (The Backwaters Press, 2007) and Just Beautiful (New York Quarterly Books, 2010.) His third collection Election Night and the Five
Satins will be published early in 2016 by Glass Lyre Press. He has poems published and forthcoming in Poetry, The Georgia
Review, Prairie Schooner, Ploughshares, Blackbird, Bellevue Literary Review, PANK, North Dakota Quarterly, december
magazine, Plume Poetry Journal and Stand Magazine (U.K.) among others. He lives in Cambridge (MA) with his wife, the
poet Pui Ying Wong.
A Poconos Wedding
The sky opens up with a charge of rain
but it relents almost as soon
as it begins and no one has to scurry.
The bride doesn’t seem to have gotten
a drop on her dress and so too
the groom in his black suit, dark
as the clothes his grandfather wore when
picking at the walls of coal,
maneuvering like an ant along a narrow
corridor, peering around mounds of shale.
The bride and groom slow walk
down a silver mat, to a clearing where
the dinner and the party awaits, everyone
saying, if only to themselves, every
day should have elements like this
and it doesn’t matter that they all know
it can’t, let the vows breathe tonight.
My wife sits on my lap and we watch
the dancing, each person juking as poorly
as you’d expect, though the bride
and groom are tender, trying to do their best.
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Like Evangeline Oak
Should I ever have the desire to paint on canvas
I’ll start off simple—painting not a country
but a room, a chair, a window. Young women
by a window worked wonders for Vermeer—
the light and shadow, the ubiquitous pitcher
and the mouse, unseen, loafing along the wall.
“What a wonderful room,” I’d like people to say,
a room that can withstand joy and heartbreak,
a room you don’t have to be a genius to live in.
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September 1st, 2015
No troops, no tanks are rolling into Poland
but with so many conflicts underfoot,
what happened in 1939 seems almost quaint.

The sun dazzles today as only it can,
the joggers and bikers appearing in force,
bodies ready to move for the lounging later.
Since the dive bars are becoming chain stores
by the hour, not much is happening there
and the news, faster than ever, fails to startle
to the point of despair and the world is balmed,
bandages of cloth feeling like the finest silk,
streets and parks fooled by the brightest lights.
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Anca Vlasopolos
Anca Vlasopolos published the awar d-winning novel The New Bedford Samurai; the award-winning memoir No Return
Address: A Memoir of Displacement; three collections of poems, Cartographies of Scale (and Wing), Walking Toward Solstice and Penguins in a Warming World; three poetry chapbooks; a detective novel, Missing Members, and over 200 poems
and short stories. She was nominated several times for the Pushcart Award in poetry and fiction.
Farewell the Roses
when names of friends
like fading stars
are lost to failing senses
students’ names in droves fall
lemmings off the cliff of memory
why
do i still remember
names
of roses planted over twenty years ago
some meaningful
Ingrid Bergman
my mother’s face
that gorgeous symmetry
World War Two Memorial
Richie Boy Ralph
your father
your uncle
all my lost unknown kin
others without much sense
Abraham Darby
what’s he to me
trite obvious
English Yellow Rose Red Ribbon
on this mid-November Michigan day
i cull the last four
one a bud
two full-blown doused in exquisite scent
one just beginning its unfurling
tomorrow they’d be bowed beneath the snow
inside this vase that’ll not survive much longer
they light
surprised by warmth
their peach
cream
lamps
one more time

blood-red
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Summer Blues
and so it blooms again
bursts of stars on ends of crosswires
chicory you loved
profligate
hanging on to road sides
with amber eyes and honey hair
you looked resplendent in its color
the chicory dress clothed you for that last time
but I could not bear to have them crack the coffin open
now each summer road
punctuated by these blue flowers
awakens me to you inhabiting that dress
o so alive
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Erin Renee Wahl
Erin Renee Wahl's work has appear ed or is for thcoming in Dirty Chai, Blackmail Press, Indigo Rising Magazine, Spiral
Orb, Cirque, Clementine Poetry Journal, and others. This year she is a regular contributor to the Michigan Quarterly Review's blog. She lives in Alaska and teaches at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Forgetting Arizona Late at Night
because I never really needed all the steaming
chile peppers. Those tacos were just a dream.
No truck waiting for me in the dust, its offerings
slathered in sauces and sacrifices. I never once
stood in the monsoon to wash the sticky off me
and see the lightning burst the thick sky, or paused
on a trail to witness the matrix of cactus flesh
wrung clean by the sun. I never broke my stride
for the single crack of a rattle, or stopped silent
to let a javelina pass me by in the desert. I never
went up to the pine forests or camped on ridges
overlooking red boulders flecked with sage green.
I never sat in snow there in December or cooled
my legs in January creeks, or visited the wide
berth carved into the stone as if God dug his fingers
into the earth so tightly to avoid falling into a dream.
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Scattered Spades
We are littered with odd
coincidences. Scattered
spades and crowns
of flowers, the last one
hanging just so on green
tree tips. That old yelping
god in a bowler hat causes
trouble and rain storms.
Too hard to swallow, he floats
just out of reach, swaddled
in basil. A solitary paper.
Coalesced gray pearls dot

the morning on the sly
and at the races one more
dollar flung far for the won
one, wrung from precious
mother's pocketbooks and tiny
college bank accounts. Just
so small. A game's a game.
Stakes higher than their
thread count loom, purple angels
singing stars in a bruised
skin. I people this village
with omens and yarns.
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Shadows and Sand
The boat lines fan out, a question mark over
and over again, gone wild in the weird light.
Death knell in a cup,
the single shivering

signal. An open-mouth Gatsby eye glitter
on the horizon. Whatever happened
to your green docks,
and what did you make
from them when they crumbled? I checked
my watch three and four minutes before
the tree lights
came crashing to shimmer
in the sound. A pox upon your places,
and upon your land and upon your sand.
I wipe wide whispers
off in the dark,
check the trees to see if I can hide
my holes there. Fill them with shadows
and sand.
The plover and the pelican.
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Fiction
KJ Hannah Greenberg
KJ Hannah Greenberg gets high on adver bs, mixes mor e metaphor s than a platypus has pockets, plus giggles so much
as to not actually be indomitable. What’s more, she runs with a prickle of sometimes rabid (imaginary) hedgehogs, and attempts to matchmake words like “balderdash” and “xylophone.” Hannah's newest books are The Immediacy of Emotional
Kerfuffles, 2nd ed. (Bards and Sages Publishing, 2015), and Dancing with Hedgehogs, (Fowlpox Press, 2014).
Feeling Happy
It was not so much that Raahil acted as a criminal as it was that he acted as an artist. Along with his best friend Haarisa, he
had made a music video of their gang. Those two youth, plus Maaz, along with the girls Labiba, Qaabilah, and Dastiaar all
had been involved in, and, subsequently implicated by, the event.
Raahil, the son of financial corporation’s executive officer, had attended the University of Copenhagen. There, he had earned
a baccalaureus in Media, Cognition and Communication, with an emphasis on Cognition, Culture, Interaction and Audiovisual Media.
Haarisa, his boyhood friend and the son of a wealthy carpet entrepreneur, had attended The Malta College of Arts, Science
and Technology. He had failed to complete his diploma in Moving Image Media and had returned to Tehran because of some
hushed up business involving a student from Lyone and a purportedly aborted pregnancy.
Maaz, formerly from Mashhad, and the son of Haarisa’s uncle, the one that co-owned the family business with Haarisa’s dad,
attended The University of Tehran. Maaz was a second year Public Law student.
Labiba’s father, too, was involved in the family’s sale of carpets. He and another of Maaz and Raahil’s uncles were regional
directors. Socially muted by his lack of male progeny, he had insisted that his oldest daughter take advantage of SAMPAD
middle and high schools programs and of all other female-dedicated National Organization for the Development of Exceptional Talents programs for which she was eligible.

Under his direction, but without the knowledge or consent of Labiba’s mother, he had enrolled Labiba in The University of
Tehran’s women’s performing arts track to train her to be a news anchor. Accordingly, during a third cousin’s wedding held
in the family’s compound, his darling daughter, who had witnessed Haarisa texting feedback on music video concepts to Raahil, had acted on her observation.
It was Labiba’s precocious younger sister, Qaabilah, though, who had drawn Labiba’s attention to the break in the partition
between the men’s and the women’s sides of the festivities hall. Qaabilah, who was a first year student at Tehran University
of Medical Sciences, was learning anatomy and biochemistry because her father wanted his second daughter to become a podiatrist.
Left to her own choices, Qaabilah would have worked to maintain her status as a makeup artist. She had already made a large
personal “fortune,” i.e. enough to send her male cousins, who necessarily took a cut of the cash before making any purchases,
on campaigns for sodas and sweets. She had become prosperous, relatively speaking, by bringing her toolbox and by applying its contents, whenever she “visited” high school friends and other lady acquaintances.
Dastiaar’s attachment to the project, though, was more significant. For all of her humble origins and her uninformed conversational volleys, it had been Dastiaar whom, initially, had gotten the girls involved, and whom later brought them and the
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boys to ruin.
Dasitaar was the fifth daughter of a high steel toolpusher. She worked as a junior chambermaid in the women’s quarters of
Labiba and Qaabilah’s home. Dasitaar’s father would have sent her away from the city had he known that his child was clandestinely taking courses in Applied Arts at Shahed University.
That father, a man who spent his life focusing on tightening oil rig bolts and who identified with the working-class, i.e.
“kargar,” elements of Iranian culture, preferred traditions to social climbing. His highest aspiration for his female children
was that they find courteous husbands possessed of two or fewer other wives. He instructed his girls’ mothers to teach his
daughters all manners of culinary skills, and kindred domestic arts. Additionally, he bid them to hire out his daughters to well
-to-do families so that they might prepare for married life by learning compliance and so that they might afford him a more
expensive brand of tobacco plus nicer rice and fish.
Originally, before Labiba’s eyes had wandered to Haarisa’s screen, there had been no plan to make a music video. Raahil had
meant not to create a YouTube sensation, but to document, on film, how his maternal grandfather, an exporter of nuts and
dried fruit, had had his wealth confiscated during the revolution. Not until the young graduate traveled to Kerman, to interview his grandfather’s lone surviving field hand, had he had his video epiphany.
On a southbound train, he had listened to his smart phone’s international playlist, congratulating himself for having thought
of porting the tunes, which he stored on his PC, to the cloud. In fact, the app he had used to make songs accessible had been
free.

Raahil revisited a melody that had been a foreign hit. Intrigued, he pressed his device’s replay button over and over again,
imagining, all the while, how a lively ragh could be set to that tune. True, that melody was no shisho hasht, yet it was wonderful music, and music as all Persians know, is as intrinsic a need as are water and air.
Pushing a few more buttons, Raahil called up the Internet. Some European news feed claimed that the song, which had
caught his attention, had also caught the attention of young people worldwide. In Europe and in Asia, as well as other parts of
the globe, youths were fashioning videos, which featured their hometowns as backdrops, and then were releasing “their” versions of the tune to social media. Those works, in turn, gave authentic glimpses into many cultures. There were not, as yet,
any Persian offerings.
Raahil grunted. Persian culture was old and was magnificent. It was the Persians whom had first cultivated peaches and tulips. It was the Persians whom had created prototypes of garments still worn on the Indian subcontinent. It was the Persians
whom had assembled the world’s most intricate marquetry and most exquisite enamel engravings.
Someone ought to immediately post a Persian video of the internationally popular melody. That someone ought to spring
from the younger generation since it remains young ones’ obligation to electronically etch images onto riffs. That someone
ought to be Iranian, too, since foreigners were likely to treat Persian culture perjoratively.
At the outset, Raahil had intended to film just Haarisa and Maaz. Haarisa was iffy on the project; he had already lost standing
in his family.
Maaz, on the other hand, was enthusiastic. His personal agenda, enforced by years of secretly viewing North American TV,
was to find ways to help local individuals and collectives use social media as their mouthpiece for social rants. He figured his
law degree and his family’s network would shield him from most bad outcomes.
As per the involvement of Labiba, Qaabilah, and Dastiaar, it had been Dastiaar, whom, after chugging thee shots of Arak in
the company of the sisters for whom she worked, suggested not only that the women participate, but also that they allow
themselves to be videographed without their veils. Although initially disgusted by the idea of such lasciviousness, Labiba and
Qaabilah were also intrigued; once they were married they would have even less freedom than they currently suffered under
their father.
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Raahil’s nightmares began the moment that those girls petitioned him to join his project. No amount of warm milk, of temperate rose water, or of chilled Hennessy mixed with caffeine-free vanilla Coke eased him to sleep. Even engaging in double
sessions with his personal trainer proved to be of no avail. His muscles ached all day, but his eyelids stayed far apart at bedtime.
He did not want to be subjected to police raiding his home, to capture, to jail time, to being paraded in the streets and then to
being made to publically confess “remorse.” Ignorant that he, himself, was planning a music video, his college friends had
sent him disturbing tweets about young Iranian artists, whose YouTube channel had showcased unveiled women some
months earlier. Those young Iranians had not only been jailed, but had also been abused.
Raahil had likewise heard his family’s servants whisper about the incarcerated artists. Allegedly, those performers had not
been permitted to use toilet facilities, and had been separated into solitary confinement cells. Later, when they were found
guilty of “corrupt film production,” i.e. of using a musical meme derived from the shores of the devil’s people, and of
“offended public morals in cyberspace,” two of them had been hung.
Therefore, had Labiba not somehow obtained a condemning document from Haarisa’s former lover, he would not have included the women in his production. Yet that cousin of Haarisa and Maaz had learned media sleuthing. Her professors had
insisted. Raahil was not sure where Labiba had studied blackmail.
In exchange for Raahil granting Labiba, her sister, and her sister’s best friend a role in his video, Labiba would purge her
harddrive of the damaging text. Raahil hoped that, as they passed through life’s stages together, Haarisa would appreciate his
sacrifice.
That indebtedness never blossomed. When they were on the run to the Turkish border, Haarisa told Raahil that Labiba had
removed the condemning evidence from her personal computer as promised, but not from her smart phone. Haarisa’s exgirlfriend had continued to electronically stalk and to try to extort large sums of money from him.
Meanwhile, ironically, at the time of filming, Raahil had insisted that his players take precautions. He had learned, from
friends at Arts Mideast that various government agencies were using their own as well as were commandeering citizens’ records passersby. They ran those records through automated face detection and recognition systems. OpenCV, Facebook’s PhotoTagger, Google’s Picasa, VeriLook and eblearn are found on many privately held devices.
Hence, Raahil instructed his all of his actors to alter the contrast and spatial relationship of their essential facial features.
They were to create two separate visual identities; one for the film and one for life beyond.
While Dastiaar was trying to teach the rest of the group about wardrobe asymmetry and about how to employ makeup that
countershaded features, especially brows, nosebridges, and temples, Rahiil was exploring cold folding and signal blocking.
He syphoned a bit of his allowance into cellphone monitoring and related spytech software. Often, he grumbled about the
cost of Haarisa’s indiscretion.
Sometimes, though, when he played the tune to which he meant to capture his friends in dance, he’d smiled. Machines could
be thwarted. If he could block the data coming from the apartment he had rented for the shoot, and if his actors would embrace his costuming specifications, their true identities would remain masked and their Persian superiority would be showcased on the Internet.
Except, the girls complained with increasing frequency and volume. They protested Raahil’s instruction to cut irregular edges
into their bangs. Encouraged, the boys, similaly objected to painting their faces. They quoted religious sources as prohibited
them from wearing women’s colorings. All of his actors raged at Raahil, literally screaming that it was ridiculous for them to
mark themselves with tonal inversals to guarantee safety.
While dealing with those tantrums, Raahil also faced down the reality that he could not, no matter how many rials exchanged
hands, get an accurate list of which products the government offices used to block spyware. He worried.
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In the end, the young people acquiesced. Raahil had hammered them with reminders of the disassociation between those who
led and those who executed justice. He reminded his actors how unbearable it would be for police to threaten their families
and for them to have to rely on outsiders’ organizations such as the International Campaign for Human Rights.
Behind his back, Dastiaar gave him the finger. She had nothing better to do than to rub it up with rich girls. Maybe, after the
video was released, she’d be able to flee to Europe. Until then, she helped the sisters alter their appearance and took it upon
herself to make sure they remained in their hijabs when not filming.
Haarisa and Maaz, in balance, after the shoot, stopped coloring their faces and stopped wearing the weird European-style hats
that had disguised their features. Face paint was emasculating. Head coverings ought to protect from wind, not look clownish.
Haarisa was already in trouble with his kin and Maaz was preparing to clerk at a government office.
Additionally, Haarisa and Maaz expressed no remorse when Raahil’s video became a YouTube sensation, tying with a similar posting made by youth in Singapore, for the third most viewed version of the song. When police appeared at their family’s
estate, they said no words of regret. They were sport enough, nonetheless, to text Raahil a warning.
Within hours of reapplying concealer to his chin and dark powder to his forehead, Rahill was arrested. All of his remonstrations about honoring Iran in the international arts forum played as nothing in the ears of the clerics deciding his fate. Equally,
his claim about making the semifinal round for funding from the Delfina Foundation Fellowship and his assertion that such a
stipend would empower him to document the ruling regime’s glory, was as dust in his persecutors’ eyes. They spat at him
that he had strayed and that he had caused other innocents to stray. No present or future creative endeavor could be sufficiently meritorious to warrant his release or to clear his name.
Raahil’s father applied bribes. He used the funds that he had saved for Raahil’s wedding and made payments, through a third
party, to select gaolers.
Upon their release, he sent Raahil and Maaz directly to Urmia, where they were put in the custody of drug smugglers. On
horseback, the transporters and the cousins made their way into Turkey. It is rumored that the cousins were forced to go without food and to serve as drug mules. Currently, nothing definitive is known about those youths’ whereabouts.
Even so, their fathers have been recorded as traveling more frequently to Europe. It’s been rumored that Haarisa’s exgirlfriend, for a sum in the six digits, helped the boys enter France under France’s Right of Asylum. It’s also hearsay that
those youth had traveled with the drug dealers to Algiers and that Raahil’s Copenhagen connections came to their aid. No one
who knows is telling.
Conversely, Haarisa was left in jail. His family felt that he would bring them no further shame if left there. Supposedly, he’s
now missing a few fingers and most of his toes.
Labiba and Qaabilah were quietly, but quickly, married off to middle-aged business associates of their father. Both girls’ husbands resided far from Tehran and were possessed of multiple, older wives. Those other women, in turn, delighted in imposing injunctions on their newest cohorts.
As for Dastiaar, who was last seen at Qaabilah’s wedding, it is rumored that somehow she managed to immigrate to Toronto.
At the time of her escape, her father was permanently laid off. Later, when the authorities came to imprison him, it is said
that he shouted at the gathered onlookers not to fear man or machine.
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Lost Classics
Loyalty: New and Selected Poems
by Henry Braun
Despite the success of his first book, The Vergil Woods (published by Atheneum
in 1968), Henry Braun is one of contemporary poetry’s best-kept secrets. Over the
course of a long and colorful career he blended together the disparate elements of
his life and times to create a poetry that was both political and hermetic, luminous
and full of shadows.
Collected together in a slim, beautiful and accessible volume, Loyalty: New and
Selected Poems honors a poet who deserves to be remembered as one of 20th century literature’s most discerning and generous spirits.
This small but powerful body of work stands, like the boulder in his poem “The
Great Rock in the Woods,” as a “landmark….in the deep woods on the road to
friends.”
Publisher:
Off the Grid Press
ISBN:
978-0977842902
Format:
Paperback
Purchase From:
Off the Grid Press
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About the press
Founded in 2008 by poet Seth Jani, SCP is an online, in-print and ephemera based micropress that seeks to vigorously promote and distribute the works of new and established authors.
It commits to no prescribed esthetic but has a strong inclination to view art as a means of promoting unity and meaningful
interaction.
The heart of the press is its online literary journal CircleShow, and its home on the web can be found at
www.sevencirclepress.com.
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